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October 1 1, 2006

Sattir Lodhi
Nuc [ear Regulatory Commission
Fax (G 10) 337-5269
Re:

RSO Amendment to License #45-09355-02
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Sir:
We have had a recent re-structuring at our Applied Extrusion Technologies, lnc.
Covington VA plant site. Our RSO for the plant was involved in this re-strucluring. Wc
are in thc process of having another person trained in Madison, Wisconsin on Ocl. 23,
2006 at Engeihardt & Associates, to assume the RSO role. In the interim period until we
can get the Covington plant specific license #45-09355-02amended, Leonard Burks, who
has been the RSO backup at the plant for the last five years will assume the
responsibilities for overseeing the day to day Radiation fixed gauge usage at the plant.
Mike Wade is the person that will be the site RSO after his training and Leonard Burks
would continue as his backup person when the license is amendcd in early November
2006.

%ob Benevento
Site Manager

Applied Extrusion Technologies, Inc * 901 Wesl Edgernont Drive * Ccvingion, VA24426
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This is to acknowledge the receipt of your letter/application dated
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, and to inform you that the initial processing which
06
includes an administrative review has been performed.

technical reviewer. Please note that the technical review may identify additional
omissions or require additional information.
Please provide to this office within 30 days of your receipt of this card

A copy of your action has been fotwarded to our License Fee & Accounts Receivable
Branch, who will contact you separately if there is a fee issue involved.
Your action has been assigned Mail Control Number
When calling to inquire about this action, please refer to this control number
You may call us on (610) 337-5398, or 337-5260.
NRC FORM 532 (RI)
(6-96)

Sincerely,
Licensing Assistance Team Leader

